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       Abstract 
We introduce a new mathematical framework for the probabilistic description of an 
experiment on a system of any type in terms of information representing this system 
initially. Based on the notions of an information state and a generalized observable, this 
framework allows us to subsume different types of randomness and experiment effects 
within a single mathematical structure. Adjusting this framework to the quantum case, we 
clarify what is really ''quantum'' in quantum measurement theory. 
 
1     Introduction 
 
The problem of the relation between the statistical model of quantum theory and 
the formalism of probability theory is a point of intensive discussions, beginning 
from von Neumann's axioms [1] in quantum measurement theory and 
Kolmogorov's axioms [2] in the theory of probability. 
In the physical literature on quantum physics one can find statements on the 
peculiarities of ''quantum'' probabilities and ''quantum'' events. In the 
mathematical physics literature, the structure of probability theory associated with 
the formalism of random variables is often referred to as classical probability or 
Kolmogorov's model.  
From the mathematical point of view, classical probability is embedded as a 
particular case into ''non-commutative probability theory'' - the algebraic 
framework (see [3] and references therein), based on the structure of the 
statistical model of quantum theory. However, since the algebraic framework 
does not cover the description of all possible general probabilistic situations, this 
framework cannot be considered as an extension of probability theory.  
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Moreover, by its structure, the algebraic framework stands also aside from the 
developments in quantum measurement theory connected with the operational 
approach [4-8], the contextual approach [9] and the quantum stochastic approach 
[10-12]. The latter developments are more close to the spirit of probability theory. 
 
The aim of this presentation is: 
• to introduce the basics of a new mathematical framework [13] for the 
probabilistic description of an experiment on a system of any type in 
terms of information space representing this system initially; 
• to answer the question ''what is really quantum in quantum measurement 
theory'' and what follows from the specification of a new probabilistic 
formalism to the quantum case. 
The new framework incorporates the main probabilistic concepts of classical 
probability, quantum probability, quantum measurement theory and some general 
statistical models and allows us to subsume different types of randomness and 
experiment effects within a single mathematical structure. 
The model of classical probability and the statistical model of quantum theory are 
both included into this new framework as particular cases. 
In the quantum case, the new framework clarifies the origin and the structure of 
the basic notions introduced in quantum measurement theory axiomatically. 
 
2     Probabilistic framework 
 
2.1   General settings  
 
Consider the general scheme of an experiment E  upon a system S  of any type: 
 
                 INPUT                                              OUTPUT 
       S                                                  ),,( EF µΩΩ  
 
Here:  
Ω  is a set of observed outcomes ω ; 
ΩF  is an algebra of subsets of Ω , representing mathematically possible 
questions on an outcome ω  being posed under this experiment; 
Eµ  is the probability distribution of outcomes under this experiment.  
 
According to Kolmogorov’s axioms [2], ΩF  is a σ -algebra and Eµ  is a σ -
additive probability measure on a measurable space ),( ΩΩ F .  
SE +
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In probability theory, a measurable space ),( ΩΩ F  specifying the results of an 
experiment is called an outcome space while a measure space ),,( EF µΩΩ  is 
referred to as an outcome probability space. 
 
Consider the following initial value problem: 
• To express Eµ  in terms of properties, characterizing a system S  before 
an experiment. 
 
The correct solution of this problem must automatically point out situations 
where properties, characterizing a system initially, provide “no knowledge” on the 
probabilistic description of an experiment. This “no knowledge” case means the 
independence of the probability distribution Eµ  on the variations of properties, 
specifying a system initially.  
To solve this problem, let us express mathematically in a very general setting the 
initial specification of a system 
 
2.2    Information state 
 
Denote by: 
θ - a collection of properties of any nature, characterizing a system initially; 
Θ - the set of all possible collections θ . No linear structure of Θ  is, in general, 
assumed; 
ΘF - a σ -algebra of subsets of Θ , specifying our knowledge on collections θ . 
Specifically, we consider the case where the uncertainty of possible θ  is 
represented on ),( ΘΘ F  by a σ -additive probability measure ]1,0[: →ΘFπ . 
 
The above mathematical setting is rather general and covers a broad class of 
probabilistic situations under an experiment, in particular: 
• in  classical probability; 
• in  quantum probability; 
• in all those situations where each θ  is interpreted as representing a 
“bit” of information on a system and a measure π  describes statistical 
weights of possible bits. 
 
Due to its informational context, any finite positive real-valued measure π~  on 
),( ΘΘ F , differing from a probability distribution π  only by normalization, 
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represents the same initial information on a system S . We denote this 
equivalence class of measures by [π ] and introduce the following notion [13]. 
 
Definition 1 We call a triple ])[,,( πΘΘ F  an information state. 
 
We refer to a measurable space ),( ΘΘ F  as a system information space and note 
that, in general, ),( ΘΘ F  can be of any nature.  
 
2.3    Generalized  observable 
 
In view of the introduced notion of an information state, the considered initial 
value problem can be represented by the following scheme: 
 
           INPUT                                                                                OUTPUT  
S in a state ])[,,( πΘΘ F                                                      ]))[;(,,( πµ ⋅Ω Ω EF  
 
Due to the informational context of a probability distribution π , we assume the 
validity of the following statistical axiom (see also in [14,15]). 
 
Statistical axiom 
For any experiment E , the mapping );( ⋅⋅Eµ  satisfies the relation: 
(1) ,]),[;(])[;(])[;( 2211 Ω∈∀+= FEEE BBBB πµαπµαπµ  
for any .1,0, 11212211 =+>+= ααααπαπαπ  
 
In these general settings, we prove [13] the following theorem2. 
 
Theorem 1 
For a mapping );( ⋅⋅Eµ , satisfying (1), the function  
   ]1,0[:);( →Θ×⋅⋅Φ ΩF , 
defined by the relation3 
  ,,]),[;(:);( Θ∈∀∈∀=Φ Ω θδµθ θ FE BBB  
has the properties4: 
                                                 
2 The case where a set Θ  is finite and a σ -algebra ΘF  is of the special type was 
considered in [6].  
3 Here, ,, Θ∈∀θδθ  is a Dirac measure on ),( ΘΘ F . 
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(i) ]1,0[:);( →⋅Φ ΩFθ  is a σ -additive probability measure for any Θ∈θ ;  
(ii) ]1,0[:);( →Θ⋅Φ B  is  a measurable function  for any ;Ω∈FB  
and,  for any probability distribution π on ),( ΘΘ F , 
(2)           .),();(])[;( Ω
Θ
∈∀Φ= ∫ FE BdBB θπθπµ  
 
Notice that the representation (2) is not an assumption of a statistical model. In 
the general setting of theorem 1, this representation is proved without any extra 
probabilistic restrictions. 
 
We can now interpret the derived representation (2) in two different ways: 
(a) To an experiment E upon a system ,S  there corresponds the unique 
random element f  on ),( ΘΘ F , defined by  
);(:)))((( θθ BBf Φ= ,       ;Ω∈∀ FB   Θ∈∀θ , 
that is, with values Θ∈∀θθ ),(f , that are σ -additive scalar 
probability measures on ),( ΩΩ F ; 
(b) To an experiment E on ,S , there corresponds the normalized σ -
additive measure  
        )(: )( ΘΒ→Π +Ω MF ,      ,)( )(B Θ=ΩΠ I  
 defined uniquely by the relation:  
  );(:)))((( θθ BB Φ=Π ,     ;Ω∈∀ FB   Θ∈∀θ . 
Here,  
   Θ∈∀=Θ θθ ,1)()(BI ,  
and we denote by )(ΘΒ  the Banach space of all bounded complex 
valued functions on Θ and by )()( ΘΒ +M  the set of all measurable positive 
bounded real valued functions on Θ .  
Thus, Π  is a normalized σ -additive measure with values 
Ω∈∀Π FBB),( , which are measurable bounded positive real-valued 
functions on ),( ΘΘ F . 
                                                                                                               
4 In probability theory, a function on Θ×ΩF , with the properties (i), (ii), is called a 
Markov kernel. 
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We take the second variant since the properties of a positive mapping-valued 
measure Π  are similar to those of a scalar probability measure. This choice 
allows us:  
• to formalize the description of any experiments, in particular, on  
classical and quantum systems, within a single mathematical framework; 
• to formalize, in the most general settings, the description of an effect of 
a non-destructive experiment on a system; 
• to formalize, in the most general settings, the description of joint and 
consecutive experiments; 
• to specify the case of a classical measurement. Due to its set-up, the 
latter experiment does not perturb a system. 
 
Notice that the notion of a normalized positive mapping-valued measure Π  is 
similar to that of a normalized positive operator-valued (POV) measure in 
quantum measurement theory, where the latter is often referred to as a 
generalized observable.  
In the most general settings, we introduce the following notion [13]. 
 
Definition 2  We call a normalized σ - additive measure  
)(: )( ΘΒ→Π +Ω MF ,             )()( ΘΒ=ΩΠ I , 
a generalized observable, with outcome space ),( ΩΩ F  and on the information 
space ),( ΘΘ F . 
 
Each value Ω∈Π FBB),( , of a generalized observable Π  is a measurable 
bounded positive real-valued function on an information space ),( ΘΘ F .  
The set of all generalized observables, with given outcome space, is convex 
linear. 
 
2.4    Representation theorem 
 
The notion of an information state incorporates the generality of a probability 
space in probability theory.  
The introduced notion of a generalized observable covers the description of: 
• a random variable – in classical probability; 
• an observable - in quantum probability; 
• a POV measure - in quantum measurement theory. 
 
In the introduced terminology, theorem 1 is formulated in the following way [13]. 
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Representation Theorem 
To an experiment E  with outcomes in ),( ΩΩ F , performed on a system S , 
represented initially by an information space ),( ΘΘ F , there corresponds a 
unique generalized observable Π  on ),( ΘΘ F , with the outcome space ),( ΩΩ F , 
such that 
(3)  πθπθπµ ∀∈∀Π= Ω
Θ
∫ ,,)()))(((])[;( FE BdBB . 
 
Remark 1. The converse statement is not true. A generalized observable on 
),( ΘΘ F  does not necessarily represent some experiment on S  and the same 
generalized observable Π  may, in general, correspond a variety of experiments 
on S , which have the same probability distribution of outcomes.  
Experiments on S  represented by the same generalized observable Π  on 
),( ΘΘ F  are statistically equivalent and we further denote by ][Π  the 
equivalence class of these experiments. 
Remark 2. Let information spaces ),( ΘΘ F  and ),'( 'ΘΘ F be isomorphic, that is, 
there exists a bijection Θ→Θ':f  with functions f and 1−f being measurable.  
In this case, there is the one-to-one correspondence: 
  )),((')( 1 FfF −= ππ       Θ∈∀ FF , 
between the information states ])[,,( πΘΘ F  and ])'[,,'( ' πΘΘ F . 
From (3) it follows: 
 
.]),'[;(')'(')')()((
)()))(((])[;(
'
'
Ω
Θ
Θ
∈∀=Π=
Π=
∫
∫
FE
E
BBdfB
dBB
πµθπθ
θπθπµ
o
 
Hence, on isomorphic information spaces ),'( 'ΘΘ F  and ),( ΘΘ F , the same 
experiment E  is described by generalized observables 'Π  and  
          1)(')( −Π=Π fBB o ,     ,Ω∈∀ FB  
respectively. 
 
2.5    Image generalized observable 
 
A generalized observable Π  on ),( ΘΘ F , describing an experiment on S , 
cannot be, in general, referred to a system property, existing before an 
experiment.  
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However, this is the case if Π  has a special structure: 
(4)  )()))(((
)(1
θχθ
Bfim
B −=Π ,      Θ∈∀θ ,    ,Ω∈∀ FB  
where: 
(i) )(θχ F  is an indicator function of a subset Θ∈∀ FF ; 
(ii) Ω→Θ:f  is a measurable function (random element - in the terminology of  
probability theory);  
(iii) })(:{)(1 BfBf ∈Θ∈=− θθ  is the preimage in ΘF  of a subset Ω∈FB . 
 
We call a generalized observable of the type (4) an image generalized observable. 
For an experiment, described on ),( ΘΘ F  by an image generalized observable, the 
probability distribution of outcomes is given by 
Ω− ∈∀= FE BBfB )),((])[;( 1ππµ ,    π∀ , 
and, hence, an image generalized observable corresponds to a classical “errorless” 
measurement (see [15, 13]) on defining the values of a property f on a system 
initial information space ),( ΘΘ F . This property existed before an experiment.  
 
2.6    On initial uncertainty  
 
In our settings, the randomness may be, in general, caused by: 
• the uncertainty, encoded in an information state where, in general, two 
mathematical objects – the elements of a set Θ  and a measure π are 
responsible for that; 
• a probabilistic set-up of an experiment itself. 
 
To clarify the first point, consider the situation where a system initial information 
state ])[,,( πΘΘ F  is induced (see [13]) by an information state ])'[,,'( ' πΘΘ F . 
This means that there exists a unique generalized observable S  on ),'( 'ΘΘ F , 
with the outcome space ),( ΘΘ F , such that  
(5)  )'(')'))((S()(
'
θπθπ dFF ∫
Θ
= ,     Θ∈∀ FF . 
Consider an experiment E , with outcomes in ),( ΩΩ F , performed on a system 
S  in a state ])[,,( πΘΘ F . Let Π  be a generalized observable representing this 
experiment on ),( ΘΘ F . Then, due to (3) and (5), the outcome probability 
distribution is given by  
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(6)                ),'(')'))(('(])[;(
'
θπθπµ dBB ∫
Θ
Π=E  
where 
             )')()(S()))(((:)'))(('( θθθθ ∫
Θ
Π=Π dBB  
is the generalized observable representing an experiment E  on the information 
space ),'( 'ΘΘ F . 
Suppose now that S  is an image generalized observable: 
  ,''),'()'))((S(
)(1
Θ∈∀= − θθχθ φ FF    ,Θ∈∀ FF  
with Θ→Θ':φ  being  a measurable function. 
Then, for any Θ∈FF , Ω∈FB , 
        )),((')( 1 FF −= φππ   .)()(' φoBB Π=Π   
and, in (6), 
  ),'(')')()((
])'[;('])[;(
'
θπθφ
πµπµ
dB
BB
∫
Θ
Π=
=
o
EE
 
Even if initial θδπ ′='  is a Dirac measure, the probability distribution  
   ))()((])[;(' ' θφδµ θ ′Π=′ oBBE  
is, in general, not deterministic and depends on the type of the further experiment 
E . Only if Π  is also an image generalized observable: 
   Θ∈∀=Π − θθχθ ψ ),()))((( )(1 BB , 
then the probability distribution of outcomes 
  )),(('])[;( 1 BfB −= ππµE     φψ o=f ,    ,Ω∈∀ FB  
is an image of the probability measure 'π  in an information state )]'[,,'( ' πΘΘ F  
and the result of the experiment E  is certain whenever initial 'π  is a Dirac 
measure. 
Thus, the uncertainty in elements Θ∈θ , which is induced by a probability 
distribution on some underlying information space, can be “lifted” in a “non-
perturbing” manner only under experiments of the image type. 
 
2.7    “No knowledge” case 
 
In general, an initial information space of a system may not provide any 
knowledge for the probabilistic prediction on an experiment. 
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For example, if we take an initial information space of a quantum system in terms 
of a finite-dimensional complex Hilbert space NC  then this initial information 
space does not provide any knowledge on experiments for defining a momentum 
(or position) of this quantum system.  
Similarly, if an initial information space of a quantum system is based on an 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, which does not have any internal structure, 
then this initial information space cannot provide any knowledge for experiments, 
connected with internal degrees of freedom of this quantum system. 
 
Proposition 1 
An information space ),( ΘΘ F  of S  provides “no knowledge” on an experiment 
upon S  iff this experiment is represented on ),( ΘΘ F  by a generalized 
observable 
(7)   ΩΘΒ ∈∀=Π FI BBB ,)()( )(ν , 
where ]1,0[:)( →⋅ ΩFν  is a probability distribution on ),( ΩΩ F . 
 
We call a generalized observable trivial if it has the form (7). 
 
From proposition 1 it follows that a trivial information space (where 
},{ Θ∅=ΘF ) provides ''no knowledge'' on experiments upon a system S . A 
non-trivial information state space provides knowledge only on the class of 
experiments, which are represented on ),( ΘΘ F  by non-trivial generalized 
observables. 
 
2.8    Joint generalized observables 
 
Let Π  be a generalized observable on ),( ΘΘ F  describing a joint experiment 
with outcomes in a product space ),(
2121 ΩΩ ⊗Ω×Ω FF . 
The marginal generalized observables of Π , defined by the relations:  
 
(8) )(:)( 2111 Ω×Π=Π BB ,          )(:)( 2122 BB ×ΩΠ=Π  
describe experimental situations where the outcomes in ),(
22 ΩΩ F  and 
),(
11 ΩΩ F , respectively, are ignored completely.  
With respect to 1Π  and 2Π , the generalized observable Π , satisfying  (8), is 
called joint.  
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To any generalized observables 1Π  and 2Π  on ),( ΘΘ F , there exists the unique 
generalized observable Π  on ),( ΘΘ F , with the product outcome space 
),(
2121 ΩΩ ⊗Ω×Ω FF , such that  
(9)       ),))((()))((()))((( 2121 θθθ BBBB ΠΠ=×Π  
for any .,,
21 21 Θ∈∈∈ ΩΩ θFF BB  
We call a generalized observable Π  of the form (9) product and denote it by  
(10)           21 Π×Π=Π . 
 
Let, for a system of some concrete type, any experiment is described by a 
generalized observable on ),( ΘΘ F  which satisfies some super-selection rule. 
This rule specifies the definite class of generalized observables on ),( ΘΘ F . 
For any two generalized observables 1Π , 2Π  in this class, the product 
generalized observable 21 Π×Π  may not belong to this class and, hence, cannot 
represent an experiment on this concrete system. 
 
3     Description of non-destructive experiments 
 
Consider now the case where, immediately after an experiment, a system S  can 
be specified in terms of an information state. We call this experiment non-
destructive. 
In general, “input” and “output” information spaces of S  may be different. 
 
3.1    Extended generalized observable 
 
Let, immediately before and after a non-destructive experiment E  with 
outcomes in ),( ΩΩ F , a system S  be represented by information spaces 
(
inin ΘΘ F, ) and ),( outout ΘΘ F , respectively.  
Consider the general scheme of a non-destructive experiment: 
 
        INPUT                                                                                      OUTPUT    
S in an input state                                                           S  in a posterior 
])[,,( inin in πΘΘ F                     state on  ),( outout ΘΘ F  
                        & stat. data ]))[;(,( inπµ ⋅Ω Ω EF  
 
Each trial of a non-destructive experiment results in a compound outcome  
SE +
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   ),( outθω outΘ×Ω∈ , 
and we assume that the probability distribution ])[;( inπν ⋅E  of these compound 
outcomes satisfies the statistical axiom (1).  
Then, according to the representation theorem, this non-destructive experiment is 
represented on ),(
inin ΘΘ F  by the unique generalized observable Υ  with the 
product outcome space  
   ),(
outout ΘΩ⊗Θ×Ω FF . 
For a generalized observable Υ , the marginal generalized observable  
   ,),(:)(M Ω∈∀Θ×Υ= FBBB outY  
defines the probability distribution of outcomes in ),( ΩΩ F :  
(11)  ,),())()(M(])[;( Ω
Θ
∈∀= ∫ FE BdBB inininYin
in
θπθπµ  
while the marginal generalized observable  
  ,),(:)(S
outoutoutoutY FFF Θ∈∀×ΩΥ= F  
determines the unconditional probability distribution 
(12)  
out
in
outinininoutYinout FdFF Θ
Θ
Υ ∈∀= ∫ F),())()(S(])[;( θπθπτ , 
of posterior system outcomes outout Θ∈θ . 
We call S,M, YΥ  as extended, outcome and system generalized observables, 
respectively, on an information space ),(
inin ΘΘ F . 
 
3.2    Experiment effects 
 
Let a non-destructive experiment E  be represented on an initial information 
space ),(
inin ΘΘ F  of S  by a non-trivial extended generalized observable Υ . 
Under each experimental trial, consider an effect of this experiment on a system.  
We specify this effect in terms of a posterior information state [13], conditional 
on an outcome event Ω∈FB . 
The conditional measure 
(13)                ∫
∫
Θ
Θ
×
=
in
in
inininY
inininout
inout
out
Y dB
dFB
BF
)()))((M(
)()))((Y(
);|( θπθ
θπθ
ππ  
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defines the probability that, immediately after a single trial where only the event 
that the outcome B∈ω  has been recorded, the posterior system outcome outθ  
belongs to a subset 
outoutF Θ∈F . 
Hence, immediately after this single trial, the triple 
(14)   ))];|([,,( in
out
Yout out ππ Ω⋅Θ ΘF  
represents  the conditional posterior information state.  
In view of the above structure (13) of a conditional posterior information state, 
we introduce the following notion. 
For any bounded real-valued measure ν  on ),(
inin ΘΘ F  and any subsets 
outoutFB ΘΩ ∈∈ FF , , let denote by 
(15)  ))()(( inf outFB νΥM : = ∫
Θ
×Υ
in
ininout dFB )()))((( θνθ  
a real-valued measure on ),(
outout ΘΩ⊗Θ×Ω FF . 
The mapping infΥM , defined by (15), is a measure on ),( ΩΩ F  with values 
ΩΥ ∈∀ FM BB),(inf , which are positive bounded linear operators from the 
Banach space of σ -additive bounded real-valued measures on ),(
inin ΘΘ F  to the 
Banach space of σ -additive bounded real-valued measures on ),(
outout ΘΘ F . 
The vector-valued measure infΥM  is normalized - in the sense that 
1))()(( inf =ΘΩΥ outνM  whenever 1)( =Θ inν . 
 
Definition 3 We call the mapping infΥM , defined by (15) to an extended 
generalized observable Υ , an information state instrument. 
 
From definition 3 and the formulae (11), (13) it follows that, under a non-
destructive experiment, the probability distribution of outcomes and the 
conditional posterior states are given, respectively, by  
(16)  ,,),)()((])[;( inf inoutinin BBB πππµ ∀∈∀Θ= ΩΥ FME  
and 
(17)  
])[;(
))()((
);|(
inf
in
outin
inout
out
B
FB
BF πµ
πππ
E
MΥΥ = , 
inout outFB π∀∈∀∈∀ ΘΩ ,, FF . 
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Hence, for a non-destructive experiment, the information state instrument infΥM  
defines both - the probability distribution of outcomes and the family of 
conditional posterior information states. 
 
Remark 1. The above formulae, arising in our framework in the most general 
settings automatically are introduced axiomatically in the frame of the operational 
approach (see [4-8] and the review sections in [10-12]).  
Remark 2. The conditional change  
a])[,,( inin in πΘΘ F ))];|([,,( inoutout Bout ππ ⋅Θ ΥΘF , 
given by (17), represents, in the most general settings, the phenomena of 
“reduction” of an information state following a single experimental trial. 
 
In the frame of our approach it is clearly seen that this phenomena is, in general, 
caused: 
• by the ''renormalization'' of information on a system conditioned on the 
recorded event under a single experimental trial; 
• by the ''dynamical'' change of an information state of a system in the 
course of an experiment. 
 
3.3    Description of consecutive experiments 
 
In a very general setting, let consider the description of a consecutive experiment. 
Suppose that initially a system S  is an information state ])[,,( inin
in
πΘΘ F  and 
the first experiment 1E , with outcomes in ),( 11 ΩΩ F , is described on  
),(
in
in ΘΘ F  by an extended generalized observable 1Υ .  Let  
))]][;|([,,( 11 11 in
out B ππ ⋅Θ ΥΘF   
be a system posterior state immediately after a single experimental trial of an 
experiment 1E  and a second experiment 2E , with outcomes in ),( 22 ΩΩ F , be 
described on the information space ),(
11 ΘΘ F  by an extended generalized 
observable 2Υ .  
For a consecutive experiment 12 EE o , the information state instrument has the 
form: 
(18)  )()()(
~
1
inf
12
inf
221
inf BBBB MMM o=× , 
for any subsets 
21 21 , ΩΩ ∈∈ FF BB .  
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Hence, from (15) and (16) it follows that the outcome generalized observable of a 
consecutive experiment is given by: 
(19)  )))((M~( 21 inBB θ× = )))(()()()(M( 11112
1
2 inY dBB θθθ ×Υ∫Θ , 
for any ,inin Θ∈θ 21 21 , ΩΩ ∈∈ FF BB . 
 
3.4    Non-perturbing experiments 
 
Consider the description of a non-destructive experiment, described by a product 
extended generalized observable of the form: 
 (20)   ),))((S)())((M()))((( inoutYinYinout FBFB θθθ =×Υ  
,Ω∈∀ FB  ,outoutF Θ∈∀ F  .inin Θ∈∀θ  
Suppose that, before an experiment,  
,)()(
inininainin FFF Θ∈∀= Fδπ  
with some ina Θ∈ . Then, from (13) it follows that, for a product generalized 
observable (20),  
),))((S(])[;|( aFBF outYaout
out =Υ δπ  
for any ,Ω∈FB  ., inout aF out Θ∈∈ ΘF  
Let, for example, all atom subsets }{ inθ  belong to a σ -algebra inΘF  and, before 
an experiment, a system be in a pure information state. Then, under any 
experimental trial, the behaviour of this system does not depend on an outcome 
event, that is, on whether or not this system is observed. 
We call a generalized observable of the form (20) non-perturbing. 
A general form of a non-perturbing generalized observable Υ  is considered in 
[13]. 
Notice that, under a non-perturbing experiment, a posterior information state of a 
system may be, in general, different from an initial one and this change depends 
on the form of a system generalized observable YS . 
 
4     Statistical description 
 
We call any mapping on the set }:])[,,{( ππ ∀Θ ΘF  of all information states a 
statistical information state.  
In general, the notion of a statistical information state is less informative than the 
notion of an information state.  
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Consider the case where a set Θ  represents a bounded subset of some Banach 
space V : 
(21)   }C||||:{ ≤∈=Θ VV θθ  
and a σ -algebra ΘΘ ⊇BF , where ΘB  is the trace on Θ  of the Borel σ -algebra 
on the Banach space V .  
In this case, we specify the notion of a mean information state [13]. 
 
Definition 4 We call Vd ∈= ∫
Θ
)(])([ θθππη  a mean information state on 
),( ΘΘ F . 
 
The set R of all mean information states is convex linear. 
 
4.1   Conditional posterior mean states 
 
Suppose that under a non-destructive experiment both system information sets 
inΘ and outΘ  satisfy the condition (21), possibly with outin VV ≠ .  
Let Υ  be an extended generalized observable, describing this experiment on 
),(
inin ΘΘ F , and ])([ inin πη  be an initial mean information state of a system.  
The formula  
    ∫
Θ
Υ=
out
inout
out
outinout BdB );|()|][( πθπθπη ,    ,Ω∈∀ FB  
represents the conditional average over posterior system outcomes outout V∈θ  
and we refer to it as a conditional posterior mean information state [13]. 
 
Due to (17), we have the following expression for a conditional posterior mean 
information state  
(22)  
])[;(
))()((
)|][(
inf
in
outinout
inout B
dB
B out πµ
θπθ
πη
Υ
Θ
Υ∫
=
M
. 
 
Under the complete statistical description of a non-destructive experiment, we 
mean the knowledge, for each initial information state, of the outcome probability 
distribution and the family  
     });|][({ Ω∈∀ FBBinout πη   
of all conditional posterior mean information states. 
 17 
In general, for different initial information states, which induce the same initial 
mean information state inη , the conditional posterior mean information states, 
corresponding to the same event Ω∈FB , may be different. 
However, for the class of generalized observables, which we proceed to 
introduce, the mapping   
          )|( Binoutin ηηη a  
is well defined. 
 
4.2   Pre-linear extended generalized observables  
 
Suppose that on each of the Banach spaces inV  and outV  there exists a continuous 
linear functional5 γI  such that  
    γγγγ θθ Θ∈∀= ,1][I . 
Here, for short, we use index γ to denote  “in” or “out”. We also denote by γR  
the set of all mean information states γη on ),( γγ ΘΘ F . 
Let a generalized observable 'Υ  on ),(
inin ΘΘ F  be such that, in (22), the mapping  
(23)  =Υ )))((( inst B θM ∫
Θ
×Υ
out
inoutout dB )))(('( θθθ ,     Ω∈∀ FB , 
has a unique convex linear extension (in inθ ) to all of the set inR inΘ⊇  of initial 
mean information states.  
In this case, for any subset Ω∈FB , both, the outcome probability distribution   
 
(24) 
);(~)]))(([(
)]())()('([])[;(
' inin
st
Yout
inininoutoutoutin
BB
ddBYB
in
ηµη
θπθθθπµ
E
E
MI
I
==
×= ∫
Θ  
 
 
and the conditional posterior state  
                                                 
5 In the quantum case considered in section 5, this functional is given by ][⋅tr . 
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(25)   
)|(~
);(~
)))(((
);(~
)))(((
)|]([
st
Yprl B
B
ηB
B
dB
B
inout
in
in
in
inoutout
inout
out
ηηηµ
ηµ
ηθθ
πη
==
×Υ
=
∫
Θ
E
E
M
 
 
depend only on an initial mean information state inη , but not on an initial 
information state. 
We refer to an extended generalized observable with the property (23) pre-linear 
and, for concreteness, denote it by prlΥ . 
For a pre-linear generalized observable prlΥ , we call the corresponding mapping 
st
YprlM , induced by the convex linear extension of (23), a mean information 
state instrument6. 
Due to (24) and (25), stprlM  gives the complete statistical description of the 
corresponding non-destructive experiment and, moreover, specifies the 
conditional change of a mean information state: 
           )|( Binoutin ηηη a . 
 
Under an experiment E , described by a pre-linear extended generalized 
observable, the probability distribution of outcomes depends only on an initial 
mean information state and satisfies the relation 
(26)      ,),;(~);(~);(~ )2(2
)1(
1 Ω∈∀+= FEEE BBBB ininin ηµαηµαηµ  
 
for any  .1,0,, 1121
)2(
2
)1(
1 =+>+= ααααηαηαη ininin  
 
Example. Denote by *V  the Banach space of continuous linear functionals on V . 
Let ),( ΛΛ F  be a measurable space. Consider a normalized measure  
  Π : *V→ΛF ,    I=ΛΠ )( , 
 
                                                 
6 The mean information state instrument stΥM  is a measure with values 
ΩΥ ∈∀ FM BBst ),( , which are bounded linear operators inR outV→ . 
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with values that are continuous linear functionals on V . Any such measure 
represents a generalized observable on ),( ΘΘ F , specified by (21).  
We call this generalized observable (extended, outcome or system) as linear.  
Any extended linear generalized observable is pre-linear. 
 
Notice that the notion of a mean information state instrument can be introduced 
only in the case where information sets have a Banach space structure and, for 
experiments, represented by pre-linear (in particular, linear) extended generalized 
observables. 
 
5      Generalized Quantum Measurements 
 
Let now specify the notions, introduced in sections 2-4, to the case of 
experiments on a quantum system (see [13], for details). 
Further, by a generalized quantum measurement we mean an experiment on a 
quantum system resulting in imprints of any nature in the classical world. 
 
5.1    Quantum information state  
 
Let a quantum system qS  be described in terms of a separable complex Hilbert 
space H . Denote by HT  the Banach space of all trace class operators on H  and 
by HL  and HH LL ⊂+)(  the Banach space of bounded linear operators on H  and 
the set of positive bounded linear operators on H . 
For a quantum system, we take an information space to be represented by 7 
             ),( HPH BP   
where:  
HP  is the set of all one-dimensional projections || ψψ ><=p  on H ; 
HPB  is the trace on HP  of the Borel σ -algebra on HT . 
 
A mean information state on ),( HPH BP is given by  
      ∫=
HP
)(dppπρ  
                                                 
7 We could also take a quantum information space to be represented by the set HR of all 
density operators on H . 
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and represents a density operator on H . The set of all mean information states of 
a quantum system coincides with the set HR  of density operators on H . 
According to the terminology accepted in quantum theory, we further refer to a 
quantum mean information state ρ  on ),( HPH BP as a quantum state, pure or 
mixed. 
 
5.2    Quantum outcome generalized observable 
 
Since HP  is a bounded subset of the Banach space HT  and the positive bounded 
linear functional C:][ →⋅ HTtr  represents a functional γI , specified in section 
4.2, all items of the statistical description, which we discuss in a very general 
setting in section 4, are valid in the quantum case.  
 
In quantum measurement theory, the relation (26) is assumed to be  valid for any 
quantum measurement. 
 
Theorem 2 
For any quantum measurement, the outcome generalized observable )q(M  is 
linear and is given by: 
            ,)],([)))((M( )( HT∈∀= TBTMtrTBq  ,Ω∈∀ FB  
where  
   )(: +Ω → HLFM   
is a normalized positive operator-valued (POV)  measure on ),( ΩΩ F . 
The probability distribution of outcomes on ),( ΩΩ F  depends only on an initial 
quantum mean information state (i.e. a quantum state ρ ) and has the form: 
)].([);( BMtrB ρρµ =  
 
 
5.3    Quantum extended generalized observable 
 
Consider now a non-destructive quantum measurement.  
Let immediately after this measurement a quantum system be described in terms 
of a Hilbert space K . 
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In quantum measurement theory, a conditional posterior quantum state is 
postulated to have the form8  
(27)    
);(
)))(((
)|(
in
inq
inout B
B
B ρµ
ρρρ M= , 
with the mapping qM , called a quantum state instrument and representing an 
operation-valued measure on ),( ΩΩ F , satisfying the relation  
 HTM ∈∀=Ω TTtr q ,1)]))(([( . 
 
In the light of our framework (see section 4.2), the relation (27) implies: 
 
• any non-destructive quantum measurement is described by a pre-linear 
extended generalized )(Y qprl  on ),( HPH BP ; 
• a quantum state instrument qM  represents the mean information state  
instrument stM  (see (23)). 
 
Moreover, any non-destructive quantum measurement is of the perturbing type 
(see section 3.3).  
Consider a linear extended generalized observable )(qlinΥ  on ),( HPH BP . 
 
Theorem 3 
A quantum linear extended generalized observable has the form: 
)]([)))((( )( outout
q
lin FBTYtrTFB ×=×Υ , 
for any KPH BFT ∈∈∈ Ω outFBT ,, , where Y  is a POV measure on  
           ),( KPK BFP ⊗×Ω Ω  
with values that are positive bounded linear operators on H . 
The quantum state instrument, corresponding to a linear extended generalized 
observable, is given by  
                ,,),())(()))((( )( Ω∈∀∈∀×Υ= ∫ FTM H
PK
BTTdpBpTB out
q
linoutq  
and is completely positive. 
                                                 
8 See [4-8] and the review sections in [10-12]. 
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Recall that, in quantum measurement theory, complete positivity of a quantum 
state instrument is introduced axiomatically.  
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